We develop a mathematical theory for a class of compressible viscoelastic rate-type fluids with stress diffusion. Our approach is based on the concepts used in the nowadays standard theory of compressible Newtonian fluids as renormalization, effective viscous flux identity, compensated compactness. The presence of the extra stress, however, requires substantial modification of these techniques, in particular, a new version of the effective viscous flux identity is derived. With help of these tools, we show the existence of global-in-time weak solutions for any finite energy initial data.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to develop a rigorous mathematical theory for a class of compressible viscoelastic rate-type fluid models with stress-diffusion. The governing equations are obtained using a thermodynamical approach based on the concept of evolving natural configuration that splits the total deformation process into a part that is purely elastic and another part that takes into account the irreversible changes in the natural configuration by dissipation. The class of fluids considered in this study is such that the elastic response is described by a spherical strain (a scalar multiplier of the identity tensor). The model is derived in Appendix (carrying on the developments presented in [2] , [11] , [12] , [10] and [13] ).
Recently, a similar class of models has been analyzed within the context of incompressible fluids in [2] . In the present study we establish long-time and large-data existence of weak solution to the evolutionary spatially periodic problem associated with the set of governing equations for compressible fluids. As the fluid is supposed to be compressible, our approach is based on the ideas borrowed from the theory of compressible Newtonian fluids introduced by Lions [9] and later elaborated in [4] . We mainly focus on the part of the theory based on the so-called Lions' identity involving the crucial quantity -the effective viscous flux. The presence of the extra stress tensor in the present model destroys the original structure of [9] , and, consequently, this part of the theory must by substantially modified.
The structure of the present paper is adapted to the mathematical theory -a detailed derivation of the model is given in Appendix. After a brief introduction of the problem in the preamble of Section 2, we state our main result. In Section 3, we derive the necessary a priori bounds based on the energy balance. Sections 4, 5 form the heart of the paper. Here we derive a new version of Lions' identity for the effective viscous flux and use it for obtaining the necessary pressure bounds as well as weak sequential stability (compactness) of the family of weak solutions. Finally, in Section 6, we propose a suitable approximation scheme yielding the desired long time and large data existence result.
Mathematical model, main result
The mathematical model considered in the present paper is derived in Appendix. Beside the standard field -the fluid mass density ̺ = ̺(t, x) and the bulk velocity v = v(t, x) -the family of unknowns is supplemented by a new variable b = b(t, x) that stands for the spherical part of the elastic strain, see Appendix.
For the sake of simplicity, we impose the periodic boundary conditions in R N , N = 1, 2, 3. Equivalently, we consider the equations on the spatial domain Ω identified with the flat torus,
In fact, we focus on the physically relevant and technically most difficult case N = 3. Note that substantial improvement of the theory can be expected for N = 1, where mathematics of fluid flows of viscous compressible fluids is quite well understood, see e.g. the monograph by Antontsev et al. [1] .
Field equations, constitutive relations
The basic system of partial differential equations to be solved for t ∈ (0, T ), x ∈ Ω ⊂ R 3 and the unknowns ̺, v, and b reads:
1)
2)
Regarding the tensor S we assume that
where (∇ x v) T denotes the transpose tensor to ∇ x v. Moreover, we focus on the case where the quantities µ > 0, λ ≥ 0, ν > 0, and σ > 0 are constants.
In addition, we suppose that e : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞] is a convex function, whereas
The specific example we have in mind reads (see (7.13) below)
but more general cases can be considered. The problem is (formally) closed by imposing the initial conditions:
Weak solutions, main result
Our goal is to establish the existence of global-in-time weak solutions to problem (2.1-2.7). In view of future applications, in particular to problems concerning stability (cf. [5] ), it is convenient to include the associated energy balance as a part of the definition of admissible weak solutions. As shown in Section 3, the total energy associated with the problem (2.1-2.3) takes the form (see also (7.28 ) and (7.29)) 8) and, at least for any smooth spatially periodic solution, the energy balance
holds. This motivates the following definition. 
• the integral identity
• the energy inequality
To simplify presentation, we consider hereafter the iconic example:
We are ready to state our main result concerning global-in-time existence of dissipative weak solutions. Let the initial data belong to the class
Then problem (2.1-2.7) admits a dissipative weak solution [̺, v, b] in the sense specified in Definition 2.1.
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.2. We follow the nowadays standard procedure advocated in the classical monograph by J.-L. Lions [8] , specifically, we establish:
• a priori bounds;
• sequential stability (compactness) of a family o exact solutions;
• suitable approximation scheme.
Finally, we note that the assumption γ > 3 has been made to simplify the proof. It could be possibly relaxed to the nowadays optimal restriction γ > N 2 by adapting the method developed in [4] .
Energy estimates and a priori bounds
As mentioned in the preceding section (see also the final part of Appendix), problem (2.1-2.6) admits the total energy of the form
Indeed, seeing that
we may take the scalar product of (2.2) with v, and, integrating the resulting expression over Ω, we obtain
Summing up (3.1), (3.2) and using relation (2.5) we may infer that
In addition to (3.3), the total mass of the fluid is conserved:
To deduce specific estimates from (3.3), (3.4), we use hypothesis (2.9). Consequently, in a accordance with the energy balance (3.3), we deduce a priori bounds in the following function spaces:
In addition, we may use (3.4) and (3.5) in combination with a generalized Poincaré inequality (see e.g. [7, Chapter 11, Section 11.9,11.10]) to obtain
This together with the first line in (3.5) leads to (by Hölder's inequality)
which, by interpolating with the information given in second line of (3.5), results at
Next, seeing that
It follows from (3.5) and (3.9) that, for any α ≥ 1,
Then, by interpolation, we conclude that
It also follows from (3.5) and (3.10) 
. Then, by interpolation and by the embedding theorem, we conclude that
The energy estimates established above are strong enough to control all nonlinear terms in the field equations in the reflexive spaces L q , q > 1 with the exception of the fluid pressure p fl . Similarly to the theory of Newtonian compressible fluids, refined estimates are needed to control the pressure team. This is done in the following section.
The effective viscous flux identity and pressure estimates
The effective viscous flux identity is the key tool for proving (i) a priori bounds yielding the pressure p fl in the reflexive space L q , q > 1, (ii) pointwise sequential stability of the density -compactness of ̺ in the strong topology of L 1 . Here and hereafter, we exploit essentially the restriction (2.10), namely γ > 3.
Let us take the scalar product of the momentum equation (2.2) with the quantity
where ∆ −1
x denotes the inverse of the Laplace operator on the space of periodic functions with zero mean. Using the identity
we obtain, replacing
It turns out that all integrals on the right-hand side are controlled in terms of the bounds (3.5), (3.6), (3.9) as long as γ > 3. The restriction γ > 3 comes from estimating I 2 : noticing that I 2 behaves as T 0 Ω |̺v| 2 dx and referring to (3.8) one requires that
> 2, which gives γ > 3. As this is well-known for the compressible Navier-Stokes system (see for example [6] ), we restrict ourselves to estimating the integrals I 4 , I 5 , and I 7 containing b.
It follows from the hypotheses (2.5) and (2.9), (3.5) and (3.9) that
Consequently, the integral I 4 remains bounded by the data. Similarly, by virtue of the embedding
whence, as γ > 3, the integral I 5 is controlled. Finally, in accordance with (3.9), we have
which again yield boundedness of I 7 as long as γ > 3 2 . Note that
for any 1 < q < ∞.
Summing up the previous observations we may deduce from (4.1) that
5 Sequential stability (compactness)
At this stage we give a formal argument for showing the weak sequential stability (compactness) of a sequence of solution [̺ ε , v ε , b ε ] of problem (2.1-2.5). Similar treatment will be applied to the family of approximate solutions introduced in Section 6. We merely focus on the steps that are different from the analysis of the standard barotropic Navier-Stokes system referring to [9] , [4] and [6] for details. Suppose that {̺ ε , v ε , b ε } ε>0 is a sequence of solutions to problem (2.1-2.5) emanating from the initial data
As our arguments will be formal for the time being, we suppose we deal with strong solutions, however, as we shall see below, the same treatment can be applied to families of weak solutions.
To simplify presentation, we also consider the initial data more regular than in Theorem 2.2, specifically, ̺ 0,ε and b 0,ε are supposed to be bounded below away from zero uniformly for ε → 0.
In accordance with the a priori bounds established in Sections 3, 4, the estimates (3.5-3.9), (4.2) hold uniformly for ε → 0. Passing to suitable subsequences, we may therefore assume that
In addition, as b ε satisfies the standard parabolic equation
where the right-hand side belongs to L q ((0, T ) × Ω) for a certain q > 1 (cf. (3.5), (3.9)), we get
Now, following the arguments of [6, Chapter 6], we can let ε → 0 in (2.1-2.3) to obtain
3) 
Evoking the method developed by Lions [9] , we first observe that ̺, v satisfy the renormalized equation of continuity,
for any β with a sufficiently moderate growth for large ̺. Indeed, as γ > 3, equation (5.5) follows from (5.2) by means of the regularization procedure proposed by DiPerna and Lions [3] . In particular, using compactness of the initial densities, we deduce from (5.5) and the corresponding equation for β ε (̺) that
As the function ̺ → ̺ log ̺ is strictly convex, the desired strong convergence of {̺ ε } ε>0 follows as soon as we show
To see (5.7) we use the celebrated effective viscous flux identity of Lions [9] . We start with the relation (4.1) evaluated at the level of ε-approximation:
Similarly, we may deduce from the limit system (5.2-5.4) the identity
Now, using the compactness arguments known for the compressible Navier-Stokes system (cf. e.g. [6, Chapter 6]), we may let ε → 0 in (5.8) and compare the resulting expression with (5.9) obtaining:
(5.10)
In comparison with the analysis of the standard Navier-Stokes system, we have to handle the first integral on the right-hand side of (5.10). To continue, we recall that (5.10) can be localized (cf.
[6, Chapter 6]), namely
In other words, almost everywhere in (0, T ) × Ω, we have
Now, at the level of ε-approximation, we have
Letting ε → 0 we get
in the sense of distributions. On the other hand, multiplying the limit equation (5.4) on ̺ and using (5.2), we obtain
Thus comparing (5.12), (5.13), we deduce
which, together with (5.11) gives rise to
Thus we have shown (5.7), and, consequently, the desired strong convergence
Approximation scheme
To construct the weak solutions to problem (2.1-2.3) we adapt the multilevel approximation scheme from [6, Chapter 7] :
Here, Π m denotes the orthogonal projection on a finite dimensional space X m spanned by a finite number of trigonometric polynomials.
Solvability of the Galerkin approximation
For fixed m > 0, ε > 0, the approximate problem (6.1-6.3) can be solved by a fixed point argument, similarly to [6, Chapter 7] . More specifically, given
3), we can find a unique solution T [b] of (6.3). Given compactness properties of solutions to the parabolic equation (6.3), the solution of (6.1-6.3) can be obtained as a fixed point of the mapping T . We recall that all the a priori bounds derived formally in Section 3 remain valid at this level of approximation as they are based the energy estimates that are compatible with the Galerkin approximation.
Exactly as in [6, Chapter 7] , we can pass to the limit m → ∞ obtaining the second level approximate solutions satisfying
5)
Vanishing viscosity limit
Our ultimate goal is to let ε → 0 in the approximate problem (6.4-6.5). The reader will notice that this step differs from the formal procedure performed in Section 5 only by the fact that b ε satisfies the perturbed equation
where the extra ε−term vanishes in the asymptotic limit.
Having performed this last step, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Appendix
In this section we derive the model analyzed in this paper. We use a methodology developed within the context of incompresssible viscoelastic fluids in [13] . Here, we follow more recent studies concerning compressible viscoelastic rate-type fluids without or with stress diffusion presented in [11] and in [10, 2] , where the reader can found more detailed expositions. The methodology is based on the tenet that as the body dissipates the energy (or more generally produce the entropy) there is an underlying evolving natural configuration associated with the current configuration and the response between these configurations is purely elastic. The natural configuration thus splits the total deformation process into the part that is elastic and the other part that describes the (irreversible) changes in the natural configuration. The governing constitutive equations for the Cauchy stress are determined from the knowledge of the constitutive equations for two scalar quantities: the Helmholtz free energy and the rate of entropy production. The constitutive equation for the Helmholtz free energy specifies (requires to know) how the material stores the energy, while the constitutive equation for the rate of entropy production describes how the material dissipates the energy.
Let v be the velocity defined at the current configuration κ t and F be the deformation tensor acting between the reference configuration κ R and the configuration κ t . These quantities are linked through the equation for the material time derivative of F that takes the form
We also define
where A T stands for the transpose matrix of A. The natural configuration κ p(t) , evolving with the current configuration κ t , splits the total deformation F into its elastic part F κ p(t) and the dissipative part G so that
In virtue of (7.1) and (7.2) we also set
and
It follows from these relations that
and tr
We now introduce a key assumption leading to the model analyzed in this study. We will require that B κ p(t) is only spherical. This means that the elastic response is connected merely with the expansion/contraction or in some simple cases with growth/degradation. Hence
This implies that (B κ p(t) ) δ is zero and tr B κ p(t) = tr C κ p(t) . Consequently, (C κ p(t) ) δ is zero and C κ p(t) = bI. Inserting (7.8) into (7.7) we obtain
Next, we recall the balance equations for mass, linear and angular momenta. These take the form
where ̺ is the density and T is the Cauchy stress. Restricting ourselves to isothermal processes, the formulation of the first and the second law thermodynamics (the balance of energy and the balance of entropy) reduces to (see [2] for details)
where ψ is the Helmholtz free energy and ξ is the rate of dissipation. The starting point of the constitutive theory is the assumption how the material stores the energy, which characterizes the response between natural and current configuration. In [10] and [2] , the authors require, following also the earlier results presented in [13] , [12] and [11] , that
Considering B κ p(t) of the particular form (7.8), the constitutive assumption (7.12) reduces to
This implies, using also (7.9) and the first equation in (7.10), that
(7.14)
Denoting
and inserting (7.14) into (7.11), we obtain
where we used the decomposition A = A δ + 1 3
(tr A)I; A δ denotes the deviatoric (traceless) part of A and I is the identity tensor. In (7.17), m stands for the mean normal stress, i.e. m := 1 3 tr T. In order to guarantee apriori that ξ ≥ 0 we set Here µ, λ and ν are positive and s ≥ 0. Note that it follows from the definition of e, see (7.13) , that b is positive. It follows from (7.18) and (7.19) that Using then the balance equation for mass, see (7.10) 1 , and the reduced thermodynamical identity (7.11) together with (7.16), we arrive at ∂ ∂t (̺ |v| where ξ fulfills (7.23) and ψ fulfills (7.13). Next, using the identity (derived with help of (7.10) 1 again)
we conclude from (7.24) that Finally, using (7.13) and (7.23), and setting Ψ(̺) := ̺ψ 0 (̺), (7.27) we conclude from (7.26) the energy identity
(7.28)
Note that it follows from (7.27) and (7.15) that ̺Ψ ′ (̺) − Ψ(̺) = p fl (̺). (7.29) 
